


Happy New Year!

We’re back after a busy festive period 
with a Swipe issue that looks back 
and forward at the same time.

In this issue’s Reviews section, we’re 
looking back to 2019 as we choose 
ten of our favorite apps and games of 
the past year. We’ve made an effort 
to pick things that may have flown 
under your radar; brilliant titles that 
deserve another look.

Then we’re looking forward to 2020 
in our main Feature, as we explore 
the ways your iPhone can help you 
stick to your New Year’s Resolutions 
this year and beyond. We know how 
hard it can be but there are plenty 
of apps to help, and hopefully these 
tips will ensure the future’s bright!

Apple tends to shut up shop over the 
holidays, but we’ll also be wrapping 
up any loose tidbits of News you 
might have missed since last time, 
and exploring some fun things over 
in the How-To section – including a 
new Photoshop feature we’re very 
excited about!

As ever, thank you for reading and 
here’s to a great 2020!

Tom Rolfe 
Editor-in-Chief
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NEWSNEWS

The most downloaded 
Apps of the Decade

TIME reveals best 
gadgets of the decade

Procreate 5 app 
adds animation

AR memoji added 
with Clips update



Apps of the Decade

Which apps top the charts? 

As we close out another year – another 
decade, in fact – it’s human nature to 
look back and try to make sense of the 
past. It’s pretty clear that in the digital 
world, smartphones and apps have 
transformed the way we live our lives. 
Let’s try to make sense of that with some 
lists, eh?

Mobile analytics firm AppAnnie has 
combined the two and released the 
top apps of the decade, with data 
combining both the Apple App Store 
and Google Play Store.

It’s no surprise that Facebook is the 
most downloaded app of the last ten 
years, but it might surprise you that 
second, third, and fourth place also go 
to apps owned by Facebook. It’s easy to 
forget that Messenger, WhatsApp, and 
Instagram are all owned by the same 
company, but this data really goes to 
show what a massive impact Facebook 
the company has had over our lives for 
the past ten years.

Snapchat ranks as the fifth most-
downloaded app and the highest entry 
that isn’t associated with Facebook. 
Skype, TikTok, YouTube, and Twitter 
also made the top ten of the decade, 
along with UC Browser, a popular 
alternative to Safari in China. None 
of these come as a huge shock, but 
they’re not ordered as we would have 
expected.

Ranking by consumer spend tells a 
different story, with streaming service 
Netflix raking in the most money and 
dating app Tinder in second. YouTube is 
the only app to feature in both lists.

Moving onto games and we’re met 
with a bunch of familiar faces, though 
it’s interesting to note that the gaming 
top ten features apps developed 
across eight different countries – by 
comparison, every one of the top apps 
came from China or the US. We didn’t 
expect to see Subway Surfers ranked 
as the most downloaded app of the 
decade, but here it is. (For our money, 
Fruit Ninja is the best game to make the 
top ten – but it’s a list pretty lacking in 
overall quality.)

Meanwhile, Clash of Clans earned its 
makers the most money over the last ten 
years despite only being the fifth most 
popular download.

For more detail, check out the full 
rankings here with AppAnnie. These 
lists are interesting to look through as 
they give a pretty good indication of the 
trends of the decade – they’re far from 
the greatest apps and games ever made. 
Rest assured we’ll keep reporting on 
the best and most interesting new apps 
each issue right here!  n

https://www.appannie.com/en/insights/market-data/a-look-back-at-the-top-apps-games-of-the-decade/


TIME Top Ten

Apple snags three ‘best  
gadget of the decade’ awards

As another decade closed and we 
stepped into the roaring twenties, TIME 
Magazine looked back on the last ten 
years and picked out the best and most 
influential gadgets of the entire decade.

Everything on this list changed the 
face of the world to some degree over 
the last ten years, and the ten entries 
are hard to argue with – even with a 
whopping three Apple products making 
the lsit alongside gadgets from seven 
other companies.

Let’s see what TIME had to say about 
Apple’s achievements, and check in 
on the remaining entries too for good 
measure.

Apple iPad (1st)

iPad was launched in the very first month 
of the decade and has gone on to define 
an entire industry. TIME certainly thinks 
highly of iPad, awarding it first place in 
its Gadgets of the Decade list. Here’s 
what it has to say:

“Before the iPad’s introduction in 
2010, the idea of a “tablet computer” 
was mostly relegated to slick science 
fiction movies and unwieldy laptop-
adjacent monstrosities running 
terrible software. Apple’s iPad — like 
the iPhone before it — resulted in a 
cultural shift for personal computing, 
and set the tone for the next decade 
of portable devices. Its impressive 
multitouch display, complete 
abandonment of physical keys, and 
gargantuan selection of software 
and media created a perfect storm of 
entertainment that everyone could 
get on board with.”

Apple Watch (7th)

Apple’s long-awaited wearable raised a 
few eyebrows at launch, but it’s gone on 
to absolutely dominate the smartwatch 
market in the years since. TIME ranked it 
7th in its listings – here’s why:

“While many have tried, no one has 
been able to match the polish and 
performance of the Apple Watch, 
which set the standard for what 
a smartwatch could do. Since its 
introduction in 2015, it’s gone from a 
device for early adopters and fashion-
deficient nerds to a mainstream 
accessory, thanks to its smart software 
and ever-improving hardware. And as 
the Apple Watch expands its health-
oriented features, it could become 
the easiest way to keep your health on 
track and your day on schedule.”

AirPods (8th)

TIME put Apple’s wireless headphones 
8th in the rankings, thanks to their 
explosion in popularity as cord-cutting 
catches on. This is another category 
that Apple pushed into the mainstream 
almost single-handedly:

“Like the iconic iPod before it, Apple’s 
AirPods have captured the hearts, 
minds and ears of music lovers looking 
to jam to some tunes. First released 
in 2016, AirPods quickly became an 
icon in their own right, both for their 
aesthetic appeal as well as their larger 
cultural impact.”

And the rest...

Tesla Model S takes second place for 
making electric cars cool and shifting 
the entire automotive industry as a 
result. The next slot goes to Raspberry 
Pi, an inexpensive micro-computer 
perfect for school kids and DIY tinkerers 
alike. In fourth place, we have Google 
Chromecast, the TV stick that helped 
popularize the concept of streaming 
video, and in fifth is the DJI Phantom, 
the most popular drone of the decade.

Next up is the increasingly popular 
Amazon Echo smart speaker, which 
brought us a step closer to the robot 
butler of your dreams. The list rounds 
out with two gaming gadgets: the sort-
of-handheld console Nintendo Switch, 
which put Mario and Zelda back on top, 
and the Xbox Adaptive Controller, 
which makes it leagues easier for those 
with limited mobility to play their 
favorite videogames.

TIME’s list is a great reminder of where 
we’ve come in the last ten years. Here’s 
to the next decade of tech!  n

https://time.com/5745302/best-gadgets-of-the-2010s-decade/


Procreate 5

Beloved illustration app  
adds animation features

Procreate has long been one of our 
favorite drawing apps, and its latest 
update adds a slew of new features that 
make it better than ever.

Procreate 5 ($10/£10) marks the 
biggest upgrade yet for the illustration 
studio, with significant under-the-hood 
improvements to beef up performance 
across the board. Its next-gen “Valkyrie” 
graphics engine helps the app make 
painting and drawing more realistic than 
ever with a “more natural and organic” 
feel to the brushes.

Notable among the new features is 
Animation Assist, an “easy to use and 
deceptively powerful animation tool,” 
according to Procreate’s developers. 
“With fundamentals like onion skinning 
and instant playback, Animation 
Assist helps you create rich illustrative 
animations, animatics and looping GIFs 
to share with others.”

This is something fans have long 
asked for, with some users going 
to great lengths to animate their 
Procreate drawings using complicated 
workarounds. Now, the app makes it 
easy to create everything within a single 
interface.

There are also a ton of new paintbrush 
styles and customizations, including the 
ability to import your favorite brushes 
from Photoshop. And thanks to the 
Valkyrie engine, those brushes are even 
more responsive than they are in the 
official Photoshop app.

It’s worth noting that all of these 
features are exclusive to the iPad 
version of Procreate, which operates 
independently from its iPhone 
companion Procreate Pocket. 
However, the latter had a big update 
just last year and tends to adopt features 
from the iPad version at a later date, so 
keep an eye out for that.  n

https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/procreate/id425073498
http://www.tapsmart.com/uncategorized/procreate-pocket-2-huge-upgrade-favorite-painting-app/


Big Clips Update

Apple adds immersive AR 
memoji support to video app

Apple launched a pretty impressive 
free video editor a few years back 
called Clips (free), with the intention of 
making it easier for the average person 
to quickly knock up fun videos to share 
with their friends.

The app is certainly worth your time 
if you haven’t given it a whirl before – 
especially as Apple has just updated 
Clips with a whole bunch of new stuff. 
Primarily relating to its popular Animoji 
and Memoji features that put the custom 
cartoon avatars into the real world.

“With this update, Memoji created 
and customized in the Messages 
app on iOS will automatically appear 
in Clips. Users can also layer their 
Animoji and Memoji video clips with 
all their favorite existing features in 
Clips like artistic filters, animated text, 
music, stickers and more. Animoji 
characters can even be changed in a 
video after it’s already recorded. And 
with the wider field of view included 
with the new front-facing camera on 
iPhone 11 and iPhone 11 Pro, users can 
fit more in the frame when recording 
selfie videos.”

It’s easy to discard Memoji as 
a gimmick, but it’s really well 
implemented here and surprisingly 
good fun to toy around with.

To use this new feature, open Clips 
and tap the star-shaped Effects 
button in the lower right corner. Then 
select Animoji and swipe through 
the carousel to pick your favorite. 
Anything you’ve created in the 
Messages app will appear here, but 
you can’t create new Memoji from 
within Clips.

This version of Clips also adds a 
festive “Let It Snow” animated poster, 
new Disney stickers, and support for 
additional languages. It all adds up to 
a compelling download!  n

https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/clips/id1212699939
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The best apps and 
games of last year

GEIST 
Meditation x brain training

More from the 
App Store

Song of Bloom 
Uniquely arty puzzle game

APPS & GAMES

ROUNDUP

PLUS

Simulacra 2 
Virtual cellphone mystery

Sheet Music Scanner 
Handy tool for musicians



Best of 2019

Ten amazing titles we think  
deserve a little more attention

Our mission is to help you get the 
most from your iPhone and iPad. 

This often means scouring the App 
Store, to find and review for you the 
very best apps and games. But the App 
Store is huge, meaning there’s no way 
we can cover everything.

So as we head towards the end of the 
year, it’s time for our traditional round-
up of new and updated downloads 
from the previous 12 months that we 
reckon deserve a bit more attention – 
and a place on your Home screen.

There’s a lot to please your ears this 
year, with some superb music apps. 
Artists are also catered for by the best 
painting app to ever grace the iPad. 

We’ve also pinpointed threefantastic 
games that should suit all players. 
They’re all standalone titles – Apple 
Arcade is great, but it’s had enough 
coverage already.

Read on to see what else made the cut 
this year!



We last year enthused about Shepard 
Fairey AR – Damaged, an app that 
revolutionized the virtual exhibition, 
squeezing an entire warehouse of art 
into your phone. David Bowie is… 
exists in similar territory, although the 
presentation makes this a far more 
intimate affair.

Rather than exploring a building, you 
instead set the virtual exhibition before 
you on a table. What then follows is the 
opportunity to delve into Bowie’s life, 
through costumes, video, handwritten 
notes, and lyrics. Via a thematic map, 
you can jump to everything from 
Bowie’s earliest influences through to 
his final work, Blackstar.

Like the original exhibition it’s based 
on, this app is no mere grab-bag of 
curiosities, but a coherent collection 
with a soul. With 38 songs, 23 videos, 
and excellent narration by Gary 
Oldman, this is a treat for veteran Bowie 
fans and relative newcomers alike.

DAVID BOWIE IS...

DAVID BOWIE IS...DAVID BOWIE IS...

PRICE:  $10/£10    SIZE:  187 MB

If there’s one app that springs to mind 
when you think of virtual painting 
on iPad, it’s Procreate. In December, 
it further cemented its lead on the 
platform with Procreate 5, described 
by the app’s creators as “the biggest 
release we’ve ever given birth to”.

That might sound hyperbolic, but this 
really is a superb app. The underlying 
engine is faster and more versatile. 
Procreate now helps you experiment 
with color dynamics, and adds 
complementary color schemes to the 
color picker. An animation assistant lets 
you unleash your inner Disney.

Then there’s Brush Studio. Along with 
100 new settings, there’s a wealth of 
sliders that provide huge scope for 
creating custom brushes. And in a nod 
to Adobe Photoshop’s arrival on iPad, 
Procreate cheekily notes that you can 
import Photoshop brushes – and that 
they will run faster in Procreate than in 
Adobe’s app.

PROCREATE 5

PROCREATE 5PROCREATE 5

PRICE:  $10/£10    SIZE:  320 MB

Calendars help make sense of 
your day. The Health app monitors 
your wellbeing. Moodflow exists 
somewhere in-between, helping you 
track your moods and emotions, and 
potentially start to understand why you 
feel the way you do.

At its most basic, the app is a calendar 
with a grid of colored squares, their 
hues determined by whichever 
wellness rating you decide on for any 
given day. But the app lets you dig 
much deeper. You can assign specific 
moods to a day, write quick journal 
entries, and kick-off and track good 
habits you want to infuse into your 
routine.

The app’s lack of a price tag is 
generous, and its level of customization 
is welcome, making it possible to really 
tune Moodflow to your needs.

MOODFLOW

MOODFLOWMOODFLOW

PRICE:  FREE    SIZE:  64.7 MB

https://apps.apple.com/app/shepard-fairey-ar-damaged/id1394446036
https://apps.apple.com/app/shepard-fairey-ar-damaged/id1394446036
https://apps.apple.com/app/david-bowie-is/id1447594485
https://apps.apple.com/app/procreate/id425073498
https://apps.apple.com/app/procreate/id425073498


Long-time users of Apple’s Music app 
can’t have helped but notice how 
Apple Music (as in, the subscription 
service) has rather taken over. Cs 
Music Player attempts to turn the clock 
back – in a good way – to concentrate 
specifically on your music collection.

It works with on-device audio, and 
anything added to your collection from 
the iTunes Store and Apple Music. You 
can then use the tabs (which can be 
customized) to quickly get at artists, 
albums, songs, and playlists – and 
quickly sort any list’s order.

For 2019, the app was entirely rebuilt 
for iOS 13, adding contextual menus, 
new gestures and haptic feedback, 
Dark Mode support, a revamped 
search, and a fresh new look. So if you 
want a simple, efficient music player, Cs 
is a great choice – especially given the 
generously low price.

CS MUSIC PLAYER

CS MUSIC PLAYERCS MUSIC PLAYER

PRICE:  $1/£1    SIZE:  2.9 MB

The idea behind Infuse is to free you 
from syncing DRM-free movies and TV 
shows to your device. Instead, the app 
delves into folders on cloud storage 
or local network drives. The interface 
is automatically populated with cover 
art and synopses, and when you start 
playing video, everything is silky 
smooth.

2019’s major update has a powerful 
new playback engine, Files integration, 
and cloud libraries. The last of those 
lets you start watching on one device 
and pick up on another. Subtitles are 
improved as well – they’re now ad-free 
– and there’s Dark Mode support.

If you’re not sure about splashing out, 
try Infuse 6. It lacks cloud sync, cloud 
streaming, and HD audio support, but 
you get almost everything else. If all 
you want to do is stream content from 
a local network drive to an Apple TV or 
iPhone, it’s one of the best freebies on 
the App Store.

INFUSE 6 PRO

INFUSE PRO 6INFUSE PRO 6

PRICE:  $25/£24    SIZE:  87.5 MB

Live looping is a niche area of music, 
where a performer gradually fashions a 
soundscape by recording short audio 
passages that continue looping as 
more layers are added. Vocalists like 
Reggie Watts have used the technique 
to stunning effect, and it’s popular with 
guitarists like KT Tunstall and James 
‘Land Observations’ Brooks.

Inspired by classic Roland hardware, 
AudioKit L7 brings pro-grade 
functionality of this kind to your Apple 
device – and in a package that’s 
accessible and immediate. Plug in 
headphones and use your device’s 
mic, and you can quickly get started, 
recording up to 16 tracks, and applying 
effects like reverb and autotune.

Don’t expect to top the charts on 
day one, but because you can use 
your voice and anything around you, 
AudioKit L7 gives you a fighting chance 
to make some interesting noise. It’s 
certainly a good bet if you’re turned off 
by apps that demand you learn to play 
an actual instrument first!

AUDIOKIT L7

AUDIOKIT L7AUDIOKIT L7

PRICE:  $20/£20    SIZE:  28.7 MB

https://apps.apple.com/app/cs-music-player/id924491991
https://apps.apple.com/app/id1136220934
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/infuse-pro-6/id1444671526
https://apps.apple.com/app/audiokit-l7-live-looper/id1485507635


Some parents might bristle at the 
thought of shoving an iPad into the 
mitts of a young child. However, 
although screen time should be 
moderated, there’s evidence to show 
the right apps and games can be 
beneficial rather than problematic. And 
Thinkrolls has long shown itself to be in 
the right camp.

This latest entry in the series is easily 
the best. It transfers the trundling 
protagonists to interstellar climes, 
rolling along and through far-flung 
planets, encountering all kinds of 
oddball alien beings and traps.

As ever, each individual screen is a logic 
test to be defeated, and the puzzles 
are handily split into those designed 
for ages 5 and up, and those for 8 and 
up. In our experience, though, even 
younger kids will have a blast with this 
one.

THINKROLLS SPACE

THINKROLLS SPACETHINKROLLS SPACE

PRICE:  $4/£4    SIZE:  105 MB

Some games are just there. Others 
beg to be noticed. Vectronom is very 
much bopping away in the latter group. 
The game comprises smallish levels of 
minimalist shapes, and tasks you with 
getting from one end to the other. That 
would be easy if Vectronom’s world 
didn’t move on the beat.

You must therefore carefully watch the 
patterns of floors, holes, and obstacles 
that shift before your very eyes, and 
swipe in time to pumping electronic 
tunes. Sometimes, you leap into empty 
space, safe in the knowledge ground 
will appear on the beat as you do so. 
Quite often, you mess up and get 
impaled instead.

This is compelling stuff, with vibrant 
visuals, head-nodding tunes, and 
oddball gameplay that sits partway 
between arcade test, path-finding 
puzzle, and dancing.

VECTRONOM

VECTRONOMVECTRONOM

PRICE:  $4/£4    SIZE:  249 MB

Games creator Colin Lane has form in 
deranged larger-than-life titles where 
protagonists bounce around the 
screen, as if living in a world primarily 
comprising trampolines. But whereas 
his previous efforts mostly centered 
on decidedly unrealistic takes on 
sport, Knight Brawl finds you using all 
kinds of weaponry to duff up armored 
opponents.

It’s gleefully stupid. As you dart left and 
right, bouncing around and swinging 
your weapon, barely in control, you 
can’t help but laugh. However, it is 
possible to gain a semblance of mastery 
over your actions; and on doing so, 
Knight Brawl quickly opens up.

You soon discover the game is more 
than a gimmick. In fact, given that the 
title is free (or a piffling two bucks to 
remove the ads), there’s loads going 
on here, from mass brawls to storming 
castles and stealing bling from rich 
kings, like you’re a bouncy Robin Hood.

KNIGHT BRAWL

KNIGHT BRAWLKNIGHT BRAWL

PRICE:  FREE (or $2/£2)    SIZE:  3.2.1 MB

If your idea of gaming is about chilling 
rather than bounding around like 
a maniac, Spring Falls will be more 
to your taste. It takes place on a 
mountainside of precise geometric 
shapes that resemble a finely hewed 
Giant’s Causeway. Dotted about are 
thirsty shoots, and it’s your job to get 
water to them.

The path of water is dictated by erosion 
– only here, erosion happens the instant 
you tap a rock. Get the order right, and 
grey rocks become green as grass starts 
to grow. If that reaches a shoot, it will 
blossom.

There’s no hand-holding here, but 
also no stress. Spring Falls leaves you 
to discover its secrets, but there’s no 
pressure while doing so. As such, it’s 
a beautiful and graceful puzzler about 
bringing wildflowers to life that’s ideal 
fodder for a cold winter’s night.

SPRING FALLS

SPRING FALLSSPRING FALLS

PRICE:  $4/£4    SIZE:  120 MB

https://apps.apple.com/app/thinkrolls-space/id1458751834
https://apps.apple.com/app/vectronom/id1479211065
https://apps.apple.com/app/knight-brawl/id1461098011
https://apps.apple.com/app/spring-falls/id1477263629


GEISTGEIST

DEVELOPER: MEMORADO
PRICE:  FREE (IAP)

SIZE:  108 MB 
VERSION:  7.0.9

PLATFORM:  iPHONE & iPAD

Give yourself a mindful makeover in 
2020 with this all-in-one app

Geist (formerly Memorado) is a 
revamped and rebranded app 

that provides users with an all-in-one 
brain training and mental wellbeing 
solution. It does this by offering a 
range of tiered brain training workouts 
alongside meditation programs and 
mindfulness exercises. Is this all too 
much, or has Geist struck the balance 
just right? Let’s find out.

When you launch the app, Geist asks 
what cognitive goals you might have – 
do you want to focus more, remember 
names more easily, or think more 
quickly? After, you’re prompted to 
complete your first “workout,” which 
is a brain training exercise that spans a 
range of games.

The workouts themselves are fun, albeit 
sometimes a little skewed towards 
memory rather than logic. And for 
some exercises, you’ll need to be fairly 
adept at using your device’s touch 
screen, which could interfere with your 
performance.

After you’ve completed a brain training 
workout, Geist offers an analysis of your 
performance – it compares you against 
other Geist users and highlights some 
of your areas of cognitive strength. By 
performing well on these exercises, you 
earn Geist points which are then used 
to unlock additional tests. This ensures 
users reach a certain level of proficiency 
before moving on, which is a nice 
touch.

Usefully, the Games tab lets users 
access a range of different brain 
training games on-demand, so you can 
gain extra practice or kill time without 
launching into a full brain training 
workout.

The brain training is all good in Geist – 
although this alone doesn’t set it apart 
from other apps. What does is the 
inclusion of meditation and mindfulness 
exercises, which you’ll find in the app’s 
remaining two tabs.

In the first, Meditate, users have six 
options to choose from depending 
on their goals or experience with 
meditation. This ranges from the ultra-
basic (“Learn to meditate”) all the way 
to more targeted sets of meditations. 
In each set, there are around seven 
structured meditations alongside 
additional talks.

There’s a surprising amount of content 
here which some users might overlook 
– for those new to meditation, Geist 
offers a great place to start and the 
quality of what’s on offer is impressive.

The same can be said for the app’s 
sleep-based mindfulness exercises. 
There are plenty of “sleep stories” to 
choose from, which aim to lull users 
towards a relaxing sleep, as well as 
mindful exercises and soundscapes 
which you can listen to throughout the 
night. The sleep exercises are themed 
– there’s “Fall asleep now,” “Wake up 
easily,” and “Improve my sleep.” The 
one you choose will depend on the 
personal sleep goals you have.

Unfortunately, Geist doesn’t offer 
sleep tracking or integration with the 
Health app, so it’s difficult to track the 
quality of your sleep or to log “mindful 
minutes.” For now, you’ll need to use 
a third-party sleep tracker and log 
your mindful exercises manually in the 
Health app, which is a bit of a pain.

Geist can be downloaded and used 
free of charge. However, to unlock 
personalized brain training, unlimited 
exercises and meditations, and user 
statistics, you’ll need to subscribe to 
Geist Premium. This will set you back 
$60/£50 annually, but can be trialed 
free of charge before you decide to pay.

So, if your New Year’s resolution is 
to get your brain and mind in shape, 
look no further. Geist provides a great 
place to start your brain training and 
mindfulness journey.  n

THE GOOD

Fun brain training puzzles

Great range of meditations

Targeted mindfulness exercises

THE BAD

No sleep tracking

No integration with the Health app

DOWNLOAD

4.5

VERDICT

A complete solution  
for the mind

REVIEW by JOE WHITE

Start a workout to train your brain

Feedback on your performance

Geist’s game library

Feedback on your performance

https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/geist-memorado-brain-mind/id897062509


SONG OF BLOOMSONG OF BLOOM

DEVELOPER: PHILIPP STOLLENMAYER
PRICE: $2/£2
SIZE:  445 MB 

VERSION:  1.01
PLATFORM:  iPHONE & iPAD

A puzzle paints a thousand words

Developer Philipp Stollenmayer 
has quietly built a reputation 

for creating quirky, experimental 
games that are nonetheless grounded 
in a deep sense of physicality and 
playfulness.

His games are also inherently mobile. 
You could imagine playing the likes of 
Zip Zap and Supertype on something 
other than your iPhone, but you 
probably wouldn’t want to.

All of these attributes have been 
brought together and tied up with 
an artfully designed bow in Song of 
Bloom. This is a narrative puzzler that’s 
at once strange and logical, deep yet 
simplistic, and where big existential 
themes sit comfortably alongside 
throw-away pop culture references.

At its heart, Song of Bloom is a story 
about a nameless woman searching 
for meaning. It rarely gets any more 
specific than that, which can grow a 
little exasperating if you’re someone 
who likes clarity from their stories. But it 
does operate well on a universal artistic 
level.

This vague, wistfully told tale 
forms the framework for a series of 
interlocking mini-games that require 
varying degrees of logical thinking, 
observation, and good old trial-and-
error to solve. Across the span of the 
game (which will last you an hour or 
two max) you’ll utilize virtually every 
interface element that your iPhone has 
to offer. And we do mean every.

It would be a massive spoiler to talk 
about these in any great detail – 
especially given the game’s brevity 
– but you’ll be drawing, pinching, 
pressing and rotating your device’s 
screen in a variety of ways before the 
story comes to its affecting conclusion.

The game is elegantly structured, 
with each fumbled-for solution and 
tactile conundrum leading to another 
budding clue on a sapling tree of 
knowledge. You’ll repeatedly run 
through the scenes of the opening 
narrative, interacting with various 
elements as you discover fresh tips.

When you get down to it, the mysteries 
hinted at throughout Song of Bloom 
rarely come to fruition. Progress is 
typically a simple case of finding the 
right screen and tapping in the right 
place.

But it’s all so artfully done, so beautifully 
drawn and seamlessly put together, 
and all with so much wit and heart, that 
it feels churlish to complain.

Song of Bloom makes a strong case for 
mobile gaming as a unique storytelling 
medium, quite apart from its console 
and PC cousins. It’s a game you’ll 
find yourself thinking about long 
after you’ve finished it, and a game 
that you’ll want to talk to your friends 
and family about whether they count 
themselves as gamers or not.  n

THE GOOD

Extremely original

Affecting story

Impressive variety of solutions

THE BAD

Very short

Narrative rather vague

DOWNLOAD

4.5

VERDICT

A beguiling puzzler

REVIEW BY JON MUNDY

The game is obsessed by symbols

Pop culture references are plentiful

The game certainly isn’t  
without humour

Each success causes a new  
clue bud to form

https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/song-of-bloom/id1479162134


SIMULACRA 2SIMULACRA 2

DEVELOPER: KAIGAN GAMES
PRICE:  $5/£5

SIZE:  2 GB 
VERSION:  2.4.8

PLATFORM:  iPHONE & iPAD

Cellphone simulation allows you to 
play detective 

In many ways, Simulacra mirrors the 
life of the story it’s telling. Following 

the rather non-ceremonial death of 
internet influencer Maya, her phone 
becomes the key piece of evidence to 
solve her death – which may have been 
a little more ceremonial than official 
records tell. 

Look through the contents of her 
phone and, on the surface, you’ll find a 
happy life full of photos of yoga poses 
and messages from friends. But as 
soon as you dig a little deeper, using 
police data retrieval software, it quickly 
becomes apparent that what lies 
beneath is the real story.

Simulacra 2 is not an original concept. 
The previous iteration aside, the last 
few years has seen plenty of narrative 
games that essentially put a device on 
top of your device to tell the game. 
This is no different. Depending on the 
route you take (we initially took the role 
of a journalist) you take possession of 
the deceased phone in a different way. 
We were given it by a police detective 
that works in a supernatural wing of 
the police department who believes 
the death might have something more 
ethereal behind it.

The device you’re given starts out 
pretty basic – a few photos, a few 
messages. But quickly as you message 
with the detective he provides more 
and more access to different police 
tools. WARDEN, the system they use 
allows you to retrieve corrupted data, 
allowing you to view videos of a scared 
Maya shortly before her death.

You’re then asked to use clues like 
her mannerisms, or interactions with 
others to find out exactly what she 
was thinking and how she was feeling 
before her death.

The game’s pretty well paced. Many 
of these stories focus too much on the 
messaging aspect, meaning that you 
have to sit around waiting for messages 
as many work on a real-time basis. 
Simulacra 2 is purely based within 
the game itself so you can focus on it 
properly. Also, you’re prompted to 
explore the device and gather clues, 
and the way it doesn’t reveal too much 
too soon makes it far more a joy to play.

It also includes a number of cutscenes, 
from initial interactions, such as when 
the detective gave us the phone, to 
some amusing and awkward police 
training videos as the aging detective 
– a team of one that’s been allowed to 
investigate the paranormal – tries to 
explain how the technology works.

The acting is decent too. It doesn’t feel 
like the developers had employed a 
bunch of students to keep costs down.

There are other interesting approaches 
that work in its favor. It doesn’t try 
too hard to mimic iOS or make it feel 
like you are holding the same phone. 
It solidifies you in the world with a 
device design that requires a little 
more focus to navigate. Some apps 
you’ll recognize, others you won’t. 
Exploration is the aim of the game.

There are also a number of different 
paths and endings available to players, 
so while it’s a $5 game, there’s plenty of 
hours of play in there. However, while 
the beginning is well-designed, it gets 
a little glitchy as you progress. But if 
you’re looking for something simple, 
but immersive, Simulacra 2 is a good 
shout.  n

THE GOOD

High production values

Immersive and well-paced

THE BAD

A little buggy

Huge download size

DOWNLOAD

4.0

VERDICT

Smart mystery game

REVIEW by ANDY PRICE

Take control of the deceased’s  
phone from police evidence

Communicate via the device’s 
messaging system

Use the police’s software to 
investigate the device

You can even access police records  
to read Maya’s file

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/simulacra-2/id1471257532


SHEET MUSIC SCANNERSHEET MUSIC SCANNER

DEVELOPER: DAVID ZEMSKY
PRICE:  $4/£4
SIZE:  70.3 MB 
VERSION:  3.15

PLATFORM:  iPHONE & iPAD

Easily hear what sheet music  
should sound like

Sheet Music Scanner is an app that 
does exactly what it says on the 

tin. While that tin my benefit from a 
more inspiring name, we chose to look 
past the keyword-heavy title and to its 
wonderfully savvy and straight forward 
design.

While scanning sheet music might 
seem rather niche, the app’s 
developers have done a good job of 
encompassing the more curious of 
audiences to increase its outreach. 
Because, while an app like Notate Me 
which costs 10x more and does similar 
things is an important app for the more 
serious musicians and composers, 
when you’re only charging $4 like 
Sheet Music Scanner, you have to tease 
a wider user group to make money.

And so, the app sells itself primarily 
on the notion: “ever wondered what 
that interesting looking sheet music is 
supposed to sound like?”

That’s basically it, and in reality, all the 
everyday user will get out of it. Find 
a piece of music, scan it, and listen 
back. You can even tweak the sound 
it plays back to you through a variety 
of instruments from viola to guitar, 
and speeds from 50 to 330 beats per 
minute.

Where you go from there depends 
on who you are, but the app does a 
surprisingly good job of incrementally 
providing those steps. From its ability 
to export as MIDI, which could go 
straight into GarageBand to help 
people construct songs, to composers 
that may want to export the scans into 
additional apps or software to edit 
the piece. And if you’re learning to 
read music, this app can be invaluable 
as it clearly demonstrates what each 
segment of a written piece is supposed 
to sound like.

But back to its bread and butter. The 
app works by allowing you to use 
your iPhone camera to take a photo of 
a piece of music, or, you can upload 
some from your Camera Roll. It makes 
a point of saying that the app doesn’t 
work by taking photos directly of a 
computer screen, so generally, you 
have to find something hi-res and have 
it printed out.

Having said that, in our testing 
scanning directly from a display does 
sometimes work.

Once the music is scanned, you can 
use the built-in settings to control 
the speed, pitch, and instrument and 
then play the piece. The app is able 
to read most symbols but does have 
some limitations such as codas, double 
sharps, and flats and while it currently 
reads 3 clefs (treble, bass and alto) it 
doesn’t read octave clefs. However, the 
developer notes plenty of these are on 
the developmental roadmap, and thus 
coming soon.

It’s also easy to play back the music. 
You can tap anywhere within the music 
to start the playback later, or repeat 
from a certain spot. It makes it easy to 
really pick out the trickier parts of music 
to help users learn and appreciate the 
intricacies of written music.

So, while the Sheet Music Scanner has 
limited use for the everyday iPhone 
user, it’s a great app for musicians 
and composers to put on their device 
as a quick piece of software to help 
construct songs or rehearse. It’s also 
great for beginners just learning 
to read music. For only $4 the app 
already provides a service for less than 
many more expensive apps, while its 
openness still allows those to use it in 
conjunction with others.  n

THE GOOD

Good basic level for beginners

Stronger features for pros

Decent price

THE BAD

Scanning hit-and-miss in low light

DOWNLOAD

4.5

VERDICT

Hear written music

REVIEW by ANDY PRICE

The scanner is easy to use  
and surprisingly fast

Play the song to hear what it  
sounds like, bar by bar

Change the sound to match  
a variety of instruments

You can also change the pitch  
and speed of the playback

Export options are wide meaning 
you can pick up and carry on editing 

or use the output in other apps

https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/sheet-music-scanner/id884984324


Printing directly from your iPhone 
to a printer is an extremely easy 

process these days, but it’s still 
frustratingly tricky to control the size 
of the resulting physical photos. Print: 
Wireless Printing adds a simple layer 
of customization options to help you 
do this. Using the app, you can crop 
and print photos to a specific physical 
size (inches, centimeters, etc.), which 
makes it ideal for those wishing to put 
together a last-minute photo album or 
a greeting card for Christmas.  n

PRINT: WIRELESS PRINT: WIRELESS 
PRINTINGPRINTING
PRICE:  FREE (IAP)
SIZE:  31.8 MB    VERSION:  1.1.1

This iPad-only app is from the 
Autodesk, the maker of the famous 

AutoCAD design software used by 
architects and engineers the world 
over. As the name suggests, this is a 
much more accessible and playful take 
on ‘computer-aided design’, but it still 
allows young would-be designers to 
build some fairly advanced 3D models 
using a range of powerful (and free) 
tools. Apple Pencil is supported, and 
it’s also possible to view your designs in 
augmented reality.  n

DOWNLOAD

TINKERCADTINKERCAD  
 
PRICE:  FREE
SIZE:  22.8 MB    VERSION:  1.0

DOWNLOAD

H oop League Tactics might look 
like a fairly old fashioned sports 

action game, but it’s actually got much 
more in common with Fire Emblem 
Heroes. Take turns to reposition your 
team around the hoop, playing passes 
and shooting only when you have 
the highest chance of success. It’s 
an intriguing concoction that could 
appeal to those who aren’t ordinarily 
interested in the strategy genre, 
or even for those who don’t count 
themselves as fans of the sport.  n

DOWNLOAD

HOOP LEAGUE HOOP LEAGUE 
TACTICSTACTICS
 
PRICE:  FREE
SIZE: 121 MB    VERSION:  1.0

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/tinkercad/id1469440830
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/id1490522435
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/hoop-league-tactics/id1484372351


FEATURE

New Year Tips 
 

8 ways to stick with your 
resolutions in 2020 and beyond

2020 is here. We know – it came as 
a surprise to us as well. Still, it’s the 
perfect time to say out with the old 
and in with the new – you. Well, sort 
of. At the very least, it’s a traditional 
time of year to scribble down a few 
ideas for self-improvement, and 
subsequently realize at some point in 
June you’ve done precisely none of 
them.

However, armed with your iPhone, 
you can make a better go of 
resolutions this year. And although 
you might not twelve months down 
the line have achieved everything 
you wanted to, there’s a good chance 
you’ll at least be a little bit fitter, a 
little bit more knowledgable, and – 
most importantly – a little bit more 
content.

1. Put resolutions front 

and center
Constant gentle nagging is one way 
to keep you thinking about your 
resolutions. If what you want to do is 
related to specific apps, place them 
on your main Home screen – or even 
in the Dock – to make them more 
visible. Likewise, make use of Apple 
Watch, if you have one.

If you spend a lot of time in Today 
view, make use of widgets as well. 
Launcher (free) can be used to house 
shortcuts to apps, websites and 
people that remind you of your goals. 
Another good option is Cheatsheet 
Notes (free), which you can use for 
brief written reminders that sync to 
Apple Watch.

2. Carefully use reminders
Most resolutions require time, and 
so use Calendar to add relevant 
recurring events into your schedule. 
Use reminders to be notified when it’s 
time to do whatever your resolution 
is – even if that’s just carving out 15 
minutes to yourself.

Obviously, if one of your resolutions 
is to cut down on notifications, 
possibly avoid doing the above! But 
notifications can be useful when 
strategically used for infusing new 
habits into your daily routine.

3. Keep resolutions low 

in number
One of the problems with resolutions 
is getting carried away. You create a 
gargantuan list, thinking this is going 
to be the year you crack all of them. 
By the end of January, you throw in 
the towel, because the tasks are just 
too demanding and overwhelming.

A smarter move is to think smaller. 
Don’t try to do ten new things in a 
year – try one or two. An app like 
Streaks ($5/£5) is great for helping 
you think this through, given that its 
interface is primarily designed for 
six items. And remember: there’s 
nothing to stop you adding more as 
the months roll by.

by CRAIG GRANNELL

Cheatsheet on Apple Watch

Streaks offers help if it thinks you  
are feeling overwhelmed

https://apps.apple.com/app/launcher-with-multiple-widgets/id905099592
https://apps.apple.com/app/cheatsheet-notes/id914665829
https://apps.apple.com/app/cheatsheet-notes/id914665829
https://apps.apple.com/app/streaks/id963034692


4. Keep things regular – 

and flexible!
An issue that’s particularly apparent 
in exercise software is its insistence 
you workout daily. Apple Watch does 
this, breaking your streak if you have 
the audacity to take a day off – even if 
you, say, ran an actual marathon the 
day before.

But getting new things going in a 
routine is tricky, especially if your 
days are already quite packed. With 
that in mind, try to keep everything 
regular, but also flexible. Rather than 
exercising or being creative on a 
daily basis, try to do such things a 
few times a week – it doesn’t matter 
precisely when. Similarly, for tasks 
you’d ideally do weekly, aim for two 
or three times a month. Remember 
that as habits become infused, you 
can always up the frequency later.

5. Make some of them fun
Quite often, people resolve to do 
things they don’t really want to do, 
such as eating less junk food, quitting 
smoking, or going running every 
day. So where possible, have some 
resolutions be something you find fun 
– or find a way to make tougher ones 
enjoyable.

For example, gamify exercise with 
the likes of Zombies, Run! (free) 
and Run An Empire. For education, 
use fun apps like Duolingo 
and Yousician, rather than dry 
alternatives.

Also, make some resolutions 
entertaining in and of themselves. Try 
a resolution that’s just about giving 
yourself ten minutes a day to add 
some words to a novella in Ulysses 
($5/£5 per month) or to do a bit of 
painting in Procreate ($10/£10) or 
Procreate Pocket ($5/£5).

6. Track new habits
If you’re the sort of person who likes 
statistics and wiggly lines, and who 
is motivated by such things, track 
your resolutions. The aforementioned 
Streaks is an excellent choice – and 
allows the flexibility mentioned 
earlier, along with tracking ‘negative’ 
tasks (where a streak is only broken if 
you do something ‘bad’).

Another good option is Habitica 
(free). This app is inspired by old-
school games, and powers-up little 
on-screen characters when you do 
well in the real world. Entertainingly, 
you can even go into battle with 
friends, to duff up monsters and win 
bling that’s later used to customize 
your avatar.

7. Give yourself a break
Don’t get obsessed with resolutions – 
there’s no point in getting upset with 
things you’ve not managed to add 
to an already busy schedule. If your 
existing set-up isn’t working, change 
it. Cut down on resolutions, adjust 
them, or reduce their frequency. If 
things still aren’t working, just bin 
them entirely, and give yourself a 
break.

Alternatively, remember you can also 
just hit the pause button for a while 
and come back to resolutions later. 
You’re doing these things to be more 
fulfilled, after all, not to add more 
stress and horror to your day!

8. Or... don’t use your 

phone at all!
Our tips so far don’t work terribly well 
if your core resolution is to use your 
iPhone less. However, apps, systems, 
and methods can help there too.

If you don’t want to be distracted by 
your phone while working, use Bear 
Focus Timer ($2/£2), whose timer 
only kicks off when your device is 
face-down. Also use Apple’s Screen 
Time to blare warnings when you’ve 
used specific apps or games for a set 
period on any given day.

Consider removing apps that 
too often take up your attention. 
Additionally, keep your phone out 
of the room you’re in at home when 
you should be concentrating on 
something else – or sleeping.  n

Duolingo’s colorful approach  
to learning a language

Bear Focus Timer and 
 its grumpy bear

https://apps.apple.com/app/zombies-run/id503519713
https://apps.apple.com/app/run-an-empire/id1073986257
https://apps.apple.com/app/duolingo-language-lessons/id570060128
https://apps.apple.com/app/yousician-your-music-teacher/id959883039
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/ulysses/id1225571038
https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/ulysses/id1225571038
https://apps.apple.com/app/procreate/id425073498
https://apps.apple.com/app/procreate-pocket/id916366645
https://apps.apple.com/app/habitica-gamified-taskmanager/id994882113
https://apps.apple.com/app/habitica-gamified-taskmanager/id994882113
https://apps.apple.com/app/bft-bear-focus-timer/id1328806990
https://apps.apple.com/app/bft-bear-focus-timer/id1328806990
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Photoshop for iPad

Take night photos 
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Ask an expert

Add holograms  
to your room
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Select Subject

Isolate subjects and swap 
backgrounds in Photoshop

Photoshop for iPad doesn’t yet have 
all the same tools as its desktop 
cousin, but a recent update added an 
incredibly useful feature for anyone 
wanting to try their hand at simple 
photo editing. Subject Select allows 
users to isolate the subject of a photo 
in seconds without painstakingly 
drawing the selection by hand. In 
turn, this makes it super easy to 
delete the background from your 
shot, and even swap in a new one.

Now you can make people jealous 
of your vacations on social media 
without even leaving your own home! 
Here’s how it works.

Note: Photoshop is a free download, 
but you’ll need an Adobe subcription 
(starting from $10/£10 monthly) to 
actually use it.

Automatic selection

Start by importing a photo from your 
camera roll. The easiest way to do 
this is to press Import and open from 
Photoshop‘s main screen. The clearer 
the image, the better results you’ll 
get from this technique – Portrait 
mode shots taken in good light are 
particularly effective.

Long-press the Lasso from the menu 
on the left-hand side fo the screen to 
bring up the full selection toolset.

In the latest version of the app, you’ll 
see a new feature: Select Subject. 
Tap this button and the subject of 
your photo will be automatically 
outlined with a moving black and 
white line.

Tweaking the selection

With any luck, you’ll have perfect 
results right off the bat – but it’s not 
unusual to need to manually adjust 
the selection to get it just right.

To do this, long-press the Lasso 
button again and this time, instead 
of Subject Select choose the first 
tool from the submenu – the basic 
Lasso shape. A second submenu 
will appear with some overlapping 
squares. You’ll use these tools to fine-
tune the outline of your subject.

If there’s a part of the subject missing 
– a segment of shirt, for example – 
select the first of these options and 
then simply draw around the area you 
want to add to the selection. It’s ok to 
overlap the existing outline.

If something has been accidentally 
selected that’s not part of the subject 
– a rogue shape in the background, 
for example – instead select the 
second option and draw around the 
shape you wish to remove from the 
selection.

These two tools – the addition lasso 
and subtraction lasso – are invaluable 
to making accurate subject selections 
in Photoshop. Use them well.

PHOTOSHOP

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/adobe-photoshop/id1457771281


Remove the background...

Here’s the fun part. When you’re 
happy with the selection, tap the 
Mask button on the submenu floating 
at the bottom of the screen.

This will instantly remove the 
background, leaving nothing but 
your selection.

(If you notice any obvious errors at 
this stage, simply press Undo and fix 
them before tapping Mask again.)

Now, you should have a nice clean 
cut-out over a checkered backdrop. 

In Photoshop, this texture represents 
transparency – or rather, the lack of a 
background. Let’s add one, shall we?

...and add a new one!

Press the Insert Image button from 
the left menu and choose Camera 
Roll. Here, you can choose another 
photo to become the background for 
your subject. (If you haven’t picked a 
background yet, head to Safari and 
download one to Photos.)

Tap your desired background image 
and it will be added to the frame – 
though by default, it’ll be on top of 
your subject, and too small. First, use 
the nodes at the corners of the image 
to scale it up to fill the entire canvas, 
and hit Done.

Then, take a look at the Layers shown 
on the right-hand side of the screen. 
(Press the Layers button in the top-
right if what you see doesn’t match 
the screenshot.) 

These layers represent each aspect 
of your composition, and the order 
they’re sat in. Press and hold the 
background layer and drag it below 
the subject layer. That’s more like it!

There are many more tips to get a 
really realistic composition, but these 
basics should get you started on the 
road to Photoshop brilliance. With 
practice, you’ll be able to swap out 
backgrounds in less than a minute. 
Happy photo manipulating!  n



Low-light 
Photography

Clear ‘night mode’ style  
photos with any device

For photography nuts, the headline 
feature of the iPhone 11 family is its 
ability to capture excellent shots in 
minimal lighting.

Advances in computational 
photography enable the iPhone 11, 
iPhone 11 Pro, and iPhone 11 Pro 
Max to do things a conventional film 
camera can’t.

But what about older iPhones? If 
these advanced digital processing 
techniques are largely software-
based (which they are), then can’t 
your old iPhone be made to take 
better low light photos too?

The simple answer is yes, it can. All 
you need a little help from a third 
party app. Here’s how to get decent 
low-light photos with an iPhone 6 or 
later.

Get NeuralCam

There are a number of third party 
apps that adopt similar computational 
photography principles to the 
iPhone 11 family. But NeuralCam from 
Halcyon Products is quite possibly the 
best of the lot. You can get it on the 
App Store for $3/£3.

Steady does it

NeuralCam’s clean, fuss-free UI makes 
shooting in low light a breeze. Just 
point and shoot as you normally 
would, but employ a little extra care 
at each stage.

The most important thing to do is 
to ensure that you’re holding your 
phone as still as possible. You don’t 
need a tripod, but if you can steady 
your arm on something solid that 
would be an advantage. It’s not 
essential, though.

Give your iPhone a  
chance to think

As well as holding steady during the 
capture process, you’ll need to be a 
little patient with NeuralCam either 
side of the shot. It will autofocus by 
default, but you’ll need to give it a 
little longer than a normal snap to do 
so.

It also takes a split second longer to 
adjust the exposure. The app will 
let you know when it’s doing these 
things just pre and post-snap, so 
remember to keep still until you see 
the ‘Processing’ message.

Take back control

You can take control of NeuralCam’s 
focus by tapping the little symbol to 
the bottom right of the viewfinder. It 
reads A (for ‘Auto’) by default, but a 
tap will switch to M (for ‘Manual).

Once done, the gauge along the right 
side of the viewfinder will become 
active, and dragging the yellow arrow 
up and down will adjust the focus 
level. This will be reflected in the 
viewfinder.

Other settings

There are a couple of other settings 
to know about. In the top left of the 
NeuralCam UI you’ll find a timer 
control, so you can set the shooting 
time for 2 or 10 seconds.

Tapping the Settings icon in the 
bottom left corner will give you 
access to some Grid options for 
lining up that perfect shot. You’ll also 
find the ability to turn off the shutter 
sound and switch to the HEIC format, 
should you wish to do so.  n

NEURALCAM

https://apps.apple.com/gb/app/neuralcam-night-mode-camera/id1474856599


Holograms Three Ways

Several ways to add virtual 
people to your room

The word hologram feels a bit retro, 
no? Back in the day, we were trading 
holographic stickers for shiny ones 
like nobody’s business. And then, 
in 2012, we saw long-dead rapper 
Tupac take the stage at Coachella 
in digital hologram form. But with the 
introduction of Apple’s ARkit back 
in 2017, the concept has had a new 
lease of life by allowing the overlay of 
computer-generated imagery on to 
the very real life you can view through 
your iPhone camera.

Most apps work by using your camera 
to capture the real world in front 
of you, then providing various bits 
and pieces of 3D imagery or motion 
graphics that you can put on top of 
the real world. This can be as simple 
as a CGI person, or even burning 
flames giving the idea something’s on 
fire. The possibilities are vast.

While they may still seem a little 
retro as the technology continues to 
expand – and with some apps taking 
slightly strange routes to provide AR 
content, we certainly think it provides 
a great way of giving your videos and 
photos a certain… je ne sais quoi.

So, in that regard, here are 3 apps 
that add a little weirdness to you self-
taken media.

1. Play3D Camera

Want to rub shoulders with a 
celebrated sportstar? When you first 
find this app it’s not immediately 
obvious it’s from the NFL, but once 
downloaded it becomes, well, very 
clear. Fire up the app and get ready to 
add a whole series of 3D renderings 
of players to your photos and dance 
around them as they pose, pounce, 
and in the below example… try and 
run away.

2. Holo Portal

Want to make it look like you’re 
stepping from world into the next? 
Download Holo Portal and use your 
camera to look around the room 
until you see a door. Look through it 
and you’ll say another CG world on 
the other side. You can even walk 
through the door and into the new 
world which can get rather trippy.

3. Holo

Want to meet an influencer? Holo is 
a bit of an odd mix of stuff but one 
thing it has is YouTube celebrities. 
Add them to your scenes and you can 
interact with them. There’s even a 
selfie mode designed for your front-
facing camera. Elsewhere, there’s 
some other interesting objects you 
can use – take the big ol’ tiger we 
found in the screenshot below. Dog is 
largely unfazed.

All of the above are free downloads, 
though they tend to offer extra 
holograms as in-app purchases.  n

PLAY3D

HOLO PORTAL

HOLO

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TGbrFmPBV0Y
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/play3d-camera/id1438347785?ls=1
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/holo-portal/id1299016229
https://apps.apple.com/in/app/holo/id1194175772


Ask an expert
Your questions answered

No time to drop into the Apple Store 
and ask the Genius Bar for help with 
your iPhone? Maybe our resident expert 
could help instead!

If you have a question, send it to swipe-
ideas@intelligenti.com and we may 
include the answer in the next issue of 
Swipe!

Q How do you set up a shortcut to 
dial the emergency services? 

      - Patrick

iOS has a featured called Emergency 
SOS that everyone should know 
about. When triggered, it will sound 
a loud alarm and immediately call the 
emergency line in your country – 911 in 
the US or 999 in the UK, for example.

To ensure this invaluable safety feature 
is ready at the drop of a hat, open the 
Settings app and press Emergency 
SOS. You’ll want to turn on the Call 
with Side Button toggle.

With this active, you can trigger an 
Emergency SOS with five quick taps of 
your iPhone’s Side Button. This means 
you can trigger it without unlocking or 
even looking at your device if you’re 
ever in a dangerous situation.

You can configure even more options 
from this page if you’d like emergency 
contacts to be automatically messaged 
with your location when the feature is 
triggered.

Now turn the page to see what’s in 
your next issue of Swipe

mailto:swipe-ideas%40intelligenti.com?subject=Question%20for%20Swipe
mailto:swipe-ideas%40intelligenti.com?subject=Question%20for%20Swipe


In your next packed issue...

Reviews
Stay informed on the latest 
and greatest apps and 
games for iOS

Features & Roundups
•  Best clock, timer, and sleep apps
•  How to spot a scam app a mile away
•  Never lose your valuables again
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Latest news
Catch up on all the most 
recent news from the world 
of Apple and iPhone

Keep in contact...

Liked This?
Tap here to review us on the 

App Store so we can continue to bring you 
more useful advice and tips

http://www.facebook.com/swipenewsapp
http://www.twitter.com/swipenewsapp
mailto:swipe%40intellgienti.com?subject=Feedback%20for%20Swipe%2056
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/id523628077?mt=8&affId=1836145
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